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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In this thesis it has been proposed a system which is based on fusion of fingerprints
and finger vein patterns. Both techniques are old and already in use, difference is this in
proposed system the same processing steps have been used for fingerprint and finger vein
pattern images so it is not required to have two different kinds of software for handling two
different kinds of images and fortunately results are more accurate than expected.
Fingerprints have lines in the language of biometric they are called ridges. Where these
lines (ridges) end they are called termination points where these lines divide into two
branches they are named bifurcation points. These points are actually main features their
unique positions in the image of fingerprint help to differentiate between two fingerprint
images. Same technique has been used for finger vein pattern. Finger veins appear same as
ridges in the image and have same features It means veins also have termination points and
bifurcation points. In proposed system both kinds of images have been prcocessed by using
same steps with the help of MATLAB software then compared them with previously
stored images and calculated some scores. These scores are actually number of matched
points in both images. In last phase a final score has been calculated for decision that final
score is actually an average of previously calculated fingerprint and finger vein pattern
scores.
Results have proved the ability of the proposed system. Secondly it is multi-modal
system so its accuracy and security level is much better than uni-modal systems. Input
comes from two different sources and one of the source (finger vein pattern) is not very
easy to alter or it can be said like that it is near to impossible. Equipment is also not very
expensive or sensitive plus there is not any hesitation factor for users.

Keywords : Biometric, Fingerprints, Finger vein pattern, Score level fusion
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1. INTRODUCTION
Uni-modal systems are those systems which take single input from a single source. For
example, fingerprint recognition system takes only fingerprint images either by using
solid-state sensors or by using optical sensors. These kinds of systems are widely available
in market. They are easy to use and much cheaper in price. But on other hand their
accuracy and reliability level is also low. Anyone with very less effort can easily get access
[1]. To overcome this problem multi-modal systems are introduced in market. There are
different kinds of multi-modal systems but they can be easily divided into five different
categories.


Multiple inputs from same source (for example multiple fingerprint images by
using different kind of sensors).



Multiple inputs from same source (for example right and left fingerprint
images by using same kind of sensors).



Different image processing procedures for same inputs (for example using
different kinds of software to process same image).



Multiple samples but from same input [2] (for example multiple fingerprint
images from same finger by using same sensor).



Multiple inputs from multiple sources [3] (for example fingerprint and finger
vein pattern images as it is used in this thesis).

1.1. Objective
The objective of this thesis is to develop a multi-modal (fingerprint and finger vein
pattern) biometric system. System uses same processing procedure (MATLAB program)
for both different kinds of images to save processing and memory storage capability of the
system. Figure 1.1. shows the overall system.

Figure 1.1. Overall system with fusion of fingerprint and finger vein matching scores.
System is initially divided into two sub systems, first sub system is responsible for
processing of fingerprint images and second one is responsible for processing of finger
vein pattern images. After processing of both kinds of images both sub systems generate
scores. Then final system processes scores from both sub systems and compares it with a
threshold value for final decision.

1.2. Literature Reviews
It has been reviewed a lot of literature published on biometric for this thesis which is
referenced in respective sections. But for developing a multi-modal system with fusion of
2

fingerprint and finger vein pattern images it was not enough. It is better to mention here
these three master thesis which have provided a practical approach. First master thesis
Analysis of Fingerprint and Voice Recognition Digital Evidence Processes [4] written by
Gulsah Akkan has provided basic understanding about fingerprints and their handling and
fingerprint recognition sub system in this thesis is the result of that guidance. Second thesis
Determinatıon of Cancer Cells using an Expert System [5] written by Mustafa Kutukiz has
helped in understanding of necessary image processing techniques for better results and
handling of poor quality images. Last one Finger Vein Identification Technology [6]
written by Songul San has given a motivation for introducing finger vein pattern
recognition system as sub system in this thesis. All three above mentioned thesis were
supervised by Varol [7].

1.3. Thesis Organization
Thesis is organized in this way; chapter 2 presents the historical background of
biometric, how different biometric techniques are developed with working principles
behind them and who were the developers. Chapter 3 focuses on different practical issues
in biometric technology. Chapter 4 discusses the fingerprints details with the recognition
sub system developed for this thesis. Chapter 5 is about finger vein pattern recognition sub
system. Chapter 6 features score level fusion which makes final decision. Finally chapter 7
is conclusions and recommendations.
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2. BIOMETRIC
Ancient Egyptians and Babylonia had been using different features of a human body
for identification.

Fingerprints

on

clay

in

Figure 2.2. which had been
using for identification in
different kind of official
works

in

civilization [8].

Figure 2.2. Fingerprints on a piece of clay [9].

Babylonian

In

1890

Alphonse

Bertillon, a French police
man introduced a system
of

measuring

body

parts

different
for

identification as shown in
Figure 2.3. In beginning
his system had adopted by
many authorities but soon
they realized that system is
not so perfect because
often people have same
body measurements [10].

Figure 2.3. Bertillon system of measuring different
body parts for identification [11].

A British anthropologist, Sir Francis Galton found that principle two people cannot
have identical fingerprints not only this fingerprints stay same throughout the life [12]. In
1891 Juan Vucetich, an Argentine police officer used Galton’s principle to solve a murder
case [13].

5

In 1897 Sir Edward Henry with his
colleagues from Bengal Police in India
modified

Galton’s

principle

of

fingerprints and established a system for
classification, storing and comparison
shown in Figure 2.4. Scotland Yard of
UK in 1901 adopted his system as a
standard [14].

Figure 2.4. Sir Edward Henry system
[15].

With the arrival of digital technology and computers biometric has entered into a new
world. Only in UK different authorities record approximately 120,000 sets of fingerprints
every year and it was not possible ever before. Canadian police in mid 60s started to use a
video tape based automated filing system, similar system New Scotland Yard got in 1977
[16]. Federal Bureau of Investigation in USA around the same time was trying to build
automated card reader for fingerprints [17].

6

Automatic

fingerprint

identification

system

was

biggest achievement of 1980
in the field of crime detection.
That achievement had reduced
the fingerprint processing time
from months and weeks to
minutes

[18].

shows

an

fingerprint
Figure 2.5. Automatic fingerprint identification

Figure

2.5.

Automatic
identification

system (AFIS).

system [19].

2.1. Current Biometric Systems
Normally a biometric system has five basic components as shown in Figure 2.6:
Sensors which are to collect the data and convert the data into digital format, Signal
processing algorithms to develop the template ready for matching and storing, Data
Storage to record templates for future use, Matching algorithms to match the input with
previously stored templates and Decision process to make final decision about
authentication [20].

7

Figure 2.6. Biometric system components.

A lot of biometric systems are available in market now days. Still researcher and
scientist are working to develop new ideas like odor analysis. No one system or technology
can be considered better than other. Selection of any system or technology purely depends
where we are going to use it.

2.1.1. Fingerprint Recognition
Fingerprint recognition is the oldest technique used for identification. Optical and
silicon readers have taken place of paper and ink but the principle behind is still same.
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Optical readers work on the
principle

of

change

in

reflection. Some new readers
have processing and memory
capability. Figure 2.7. shows an
example of commonly available
finger print reader [21].

Figure 2.7. Optical fingerprint reader [22].

Usually optical readers are reliable but if they not get properly cleaned they have
problems. They cannot be easily fooled by a picture of fingerprint but 3D model of a finger
can be accepted by reader. Some modern readers have liveness detectors to overcome this
problem. [23]. Silicon is older technology as compared to optical ones and it is based on
capacitance of the finger [24].

Human finger acts as a plate of
capacitor while other plate is
made

up

of

metal.

When

someone places his finger on
the reader finger ridges shows
high capacitance and valleys
shows comparatively less and

Figure 2.8. Active capacitance fingerprint reader

get more visible. Figure 2.8.

[26].

shows working of an Active
capacitance fingerprint reader.
[25].

Performance of silicon reader gets significantly affected by moisture. Wet fingers by
sweat or by water make problems. Normally silicon and optical readers are fast enough
that we can use them in real time applications.
9

Ultrasonic readers are comparatively new and least common in market. They are better
in performance, more fast and accurate and results not affected usually by dirt or moisture
[27].

Ultrasonic waves have ability to
penetrate and scanner works on the
principle of difference in acoustic
impedance.

Sound

transmitted

and

waves

reflected.

are
Low

velocity propagation produces pulseecho which is timed to vary depth
and capturing image [27]. Figure 2.9.
shows Schematic of ultrasound scan.

Figure 2.9. Schematic of ultrasound scan
[28].

2.1.1.1. Fingerprint Processing
Matching techniques

can be divided into two categories: Minutiae-based and

Correlation based.

Minutiae-based: This technique works on the mapping of minutiae points and their
relative placement. Most of automated fingerprint comparisons use this technique but low
quality images affects a lot on accuracy [18].

Correlation-based: The biggest advantage of this technique is its ability to counter
some difficulties of minutiae-based technique even it has some of its own short comes like
precise location for registration and accuracy easily get affected by rotation of the image
[29].
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In any fingerprint image area loop is 65% of total pattern. Arch is also a kind of curve
but have bigger opening than loop. Normally ach patterns can be divided into two plain
and tented arches. Whorls are approximately 30% of any finger print pattern and have at
least one ridge that makes a complete circle [30]. Three basic fingerprint patterns are in
shown in Figure 2.10.

Figure 2.10. Three basic fingerprint patterns [31].

Fingerprint readability depends on many factors like age of someone, his or her gender
and occupation also sometime race. A normal fingerprint have approximately 30 minutiae
and 7 to 8 often resembles with someone but not more than this limit. In the USA court
allows testimony based on 12 minutiae [32]. Image quality usually depends on how
someone place finger on scanner plus condition of finger. Moisture and pressure plays a
very important role.
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Ridges are not straight lines as
shown in Figure 2.11. sometime
they are forked, sometime they are
broken and sometime they change
directions. The points where ridges
forked, broke or change direction
are called minutia and are used for
identification. Even there are many
different types of minutia exist in
a fingerprint pattern but mostly
endings and bifurcations are used
[30].
Figure 2.11. Ridge characteristics [33].

Negative results usually take more time than positive ones and it affect the overall
speed of the system secondly there is no direct relation between accuracy and speed of the
system. Image minutiae first get encoded and compressed then stored for future
comparisons. Template sizes are between 24 bytes to 1 kilo byte. It is now possible to use
fingerprints data within large databases. The reason behind this is the requirement of a
search system for identification. Present available AFIS systems give 98% of identification
rate with less than 1% of FAR [34]. Access control systems even they are automated but
their accuracy level is relatively lower. Quality of the image as much depends on the reader
as much it also depend on the user such as correct position and pressure of the finger on
reader. Some systems have capability to find even pores (spatial distribution) but these
kinds of systems depend too much on the input image quality. Hardware devices only
provide bitmap images to system while software does all the processing for result. In
market now some hardware are also available to perform all tasks but their accuracy level
is relatively very low. Same like this there are some software available in market which is
independent from input device but they have some accuracy problem [21].
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2.1.2. Iris Pattern Recognition

Iris is the colored ring of textured tissue surrounds the eye pupil. Twins even have
different patterns and everyone’s right and left irises are different. Research shows that
accuracy of iris identification is greater than testing DNA. The pattern is taken by a grayscale special scanner in the distance of 10–40 cm. The scanner does not need any special
kind of lighting conditions even if the background is too dark any traditional lighting can
be used. Some scanners also have a light source that is automatically turned on when
necessary. The pattern remains stable over a life, being only affected by some diseases
[35].

After

getting

image

from

scanner

software tries to locate the iris and creates
a net of curves. In second step software
generates the codes based on points of
darkness

along

the

lines.

Lighting

condition and pupil size directly effect on
the iris-code. Figure 2.12. shows the
illustration of iris recognition method
[36].

Figure 2.12. Illustration of iris
recognition method [37].

In decision phase with the help of iris-codes software calculates hamming distance in
the range of 0 and 1, where 0 shows similarity. Modern systems are as faster that they can
calculate hamming distance for more than 4,000,000 iris-codes in 1 second [35]. Indeed in
all available biometrics systems iris pattern recognition is most fasted and reliable one with
lowest false rejection rate [38]. Iris pattern is nearly impossible to duplicate because it is
connected directly to human brain and it is one of the first part of human body who get
decay after death. Also new systems have liveness tests.
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2.1.3. Retinal Scan

There are blood vessels pattern in retina and retinal scan technology depends on it. As
compared to iris scan it is older and also uses human eye. In 1985 it was first time
introduced and intrusiveness is the main drawback of it.

For retinal scan a coherent
light

source

is

required.

Blood in the vessels absorb
the infrared light and image
of pattern get visible. While
retina is more susceptible
compared than iris to some
diseases but these diseases
are

relatively

Figure

2.13.

rare

[39].

shows

new

iPhone 6 with retina scan
technology.

Figure 2.13. iPhone 6 with retina scan [40].

A professional operator is required for retinal scan system because light must be
directed through the center of cornea. On one side retinal scan results are very accurate but
on other side false rejection ration is also very high because taking a perfect image is not
so easy work [41]. It is not only very expensive technology but also not very user friendly
that’s why it is still rarely used. This technology can be found mostly on very high security
areas where user’s acceptance is not an issue and not cost.

2.1.4. Hand Geometry Recognition
The principle behind this technique is everyone’s hand is different in shape and size
than others and after a certain age they not get change. Mostly fingers length and width get
measured in this technique.
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Optical scanners take image of
hand and then use different
algorithms

to

calculate

characteristics of hand. There are
two types of scanners right now
available in market 2D and 3D.
3D

scanners

sophisticated

in

are

more

measurements

and give more accurate and
reliable results [42]. Figure 2.14.
presents a commonly available
hand geometry scanner in market.
Figure 2.14. A hand geometry scanner [43].

Hand geometry scanners are usually very easy to use and need no special care or
maintenance. Even fingers with dirt, moisture or any other thing do not affects as much on
results. 90% scanners can take images only and send to computer for further processing
but now in market some scanners are available with processing and storing capability.
Scanners are mostly big in sizes and are used in areas where very high security is not
required [44].

2.1.5. Signature Dynamics Recognition
Usually when someone talk about signature dynamics recognition it comes to the mind
that it is something like comparison of two signatures, but in reality it is not like this it is
measurement of how someone does his signature or how someone does write. How he
makes some alphabets how many times his pen strikes with paper and with how much
pressure and in which direction. It was first time introduced in 1970s [45].
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There are a lot of devices available in
market for signature recognition. Some
devices work on 2D co-ordinates and
some more expensive ones work with
3D. But all devices have one big
drawback and it is when someone does
signature he or she cannot see what he
or she is writing and mostly people
when they write on these devices their
signatures get different than original
Figure 2.15. Digital signature pad [47].

ones. Figure 2.15. shows a digital
signature pad available in market [46].

It is also observed that many people don’t make signatures every time same so it also
affects the result of the system. Majority of available systems only do consideration on
how someone do signature not on signature, but some systems consider both for
verification. Speed is also a very important factor for verification and it is easy to forge the
system even the resultant signature looks so different than real one.

2.1.6. Facial Recognition
This is most oldest and natural way of identification. All people can identify each
other by looking at face. In biometric it is not eyes just camera and processor instead of the
brain.
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Systems normally use only gray scale
images some systems use some colors
but just to locate the face in the image.
Lightning conditions and quality of
camera plays a very important role.
Some systems now even use infrared
cameras. For an image a person must
stand at a particular distance from
camera and also face in the front of the
camera. System first locates the face in
the

image

then

difference

characteristics of the face are gathered
[48]. Figure 2.16. is about one of the
method used for facial recognition.

Figure 2.16. Fiducial method [49].

There are two methods which are normally used in facial recognition technique.

Facial Metrics: In this method position of eyes, nose and mouth are used also
measure the distance between all these features of face to recognize someone [50].

Eigenfaces: This method is the same as method which police uses to make sketches of
criminals, only difference is in this technique everything is automated and nothing is done
by hand [50].

This biometric technique is not so accurate and easy. Systems need a lot of processing
for images and very slightly change can cause big difference in results for example change
in beard style or use of glasses need re-enrollment for authentication. Also someone can
fool the system very easily with a picture if there is no other security arrangement for
system. Some modern systems use two cameras to overcome this problem [48].
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2.1.7. Speaker Verification and Speech Recognition
In this technique voice of someone is get stored for identification and recognition.
Actually identification and recognition is two different things. In identification system tries
to find who the speaker was, while in the recognition systems tries to find what someone
has said [51]. Figure 2.17. gives a demonstration of process of converting spoken words in
a machine readable form.

Figure 2.17. Process of converting spoken words in a machine readable form.
The biggest plus point of this technique is this it does not require a very expensive
hardware. A simple microphone is enough for this even a home phone can be used for
remotely storing the voice prints just need to be careful about background noise. It is also
very easy to use and not a lot professional skills are required and secondly it is very user
friendly. In older systems user had to pronounce some phrases in enrollment time and
repeat same during the verification time but these systems were very vulnerable to attacks
because if someone records someone’s voice he could use later [52]. In new systems users
have to pronounce several phrases for enrollment and at the time of verification system can
randomly ask to pronounce a certain phrase. Emotional or any physical condition which
can affect voice of someone can affect directly the performance of the system. Most of the

18

systems are dependent of vocabulary limit but now some systems are available in markets
which are independent [53].

19

2.1.8. Other Biometric Methods

Palmprint Verification

Palmprints are

nearly the same as

fingerprints just difference is they contain
some additional features like texture,
indents and marks which system use
during comparison process [54]. Figure
2.18. is a male left hand palm print.

Figure 2.18. Male left palm print
[55].

Hand Vein Geometry

Human all body parts have veins and can
be used for identification like finger veins
and retina veins but hands are always
preferred because it is easy to scan them.
Principle is almost same blood in vessels
absorbs infrared light and creates a pattern
for comparison [56]. Figure 2.19. shows a
hand vein pattern.

Figure 2.19. Hand vein pattern [57].
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DNA Sampling

Humans have 23 pairs of chromosomes
containing DNA blueprint and chance of 2
individuals sharing the same profile is less
than one in a hundred billion [58]. Figure
2.20. is a DNA structure. It can be
collected from many sources: blood, hair,
nails, saliva and any number of other
sources that has been attached to the body
at some time.

Figure 2.20. DNA structure [59].

Thermal Imaging

Thermal technology is the same as other
technologies just difference is in other
systems they use cameras which work in
visible light and in thermal systems they
use cameras which work with infrared
light. Figure 2.21. shows an image of a
hand captured by infrared camera.

Figure 2.21. Thermal imaging
technology [60].
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Keystroke Dynamics

In this technique system just observes
how someone types what is someone habit
of typing and his typing speed and use of
fingers [61]. Figure 2.22. is about a typing
software for authentication.

Figure 2.22. TypeSense a software
for authentication [62].

Fingernail Bed

An

American

developed

a

company
scanning

AIMS

has

system

for

fingernail dermal structure. . Tongue and
grooves have parallel rows and system
measures distance between them

[63].

Figure 2.23. shows inside fingernail
structure.

Figure 2.23. Fingernail structure [64].
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Ear Shape

A French company ART Techniques has
produced

an

ear

shape

verifier

(Optophone) It is a telephone type set with
a special camera to take images of an ear
for authentication. Figure 2.24. is an
ERGO

smartphone

with

ear

shape

authentication option.

Figure 2.24. ERGO smartphone [65].

Body Odor

This technique is based on the principle
that every human have his own unique
smell. System takes samples from nonintrusive body parts like back of the hand
and

then

analysis

the

chemical

composition to make a template for future
comparisons [66]. Figure 2.25. shows
sweat on the back skin of a hand.

Figure 2.25. Body odor patterns [67].
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3. PRACTICAL ISSUES IN BIOMETRIC TECHNOLOGY
What are the important factors which need to be considered before giving any physical
or behavioral measurement to the status of biometric technique?

Universality: It is the basic factor for any biometric technique. That physical or
behavioral characteristic which is going to be measured should be present in all living
human beings [68].

Uniqueness: Not only that characteristic should be present in all living human beings
but it also should be unique [69].

Permanence: Not only it should be unique but also it should be permanent for all life
[68].

Collectability: Some body characteristics measurements are possible but very
expensive, difficult and time consuming. An ideal system is that who give better result in
less time and with less efforts and cost [69].

Performance: It is very important factor. Accuracy level for that characteristic should
be achievable to at least should be possible to achieve in reality not just theoretical
approach.

Acceptability: Technique should be like this that user not feels any kind of fear or
hesitation to use it. [69].

Circumvention: Last and one of the most important factor is this technique should be
not so easy to forge or by-pass [69].
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3.1 The Biometric Model
Every technique has some of its own procedures and steps but basic steps of all
techniques are almost same and here are some details about them:

Acquisition: It is the first step of any biometric system. In this step system takes
sample from user for further processing. Sample can be anything like image for facial
recognition or blood sample for DNA test. The quality of the sample is directly
proportional to the accuracy of the result. Sometime there are professionals or skilled
people present at systems to help the user in acquisition step.

Master Characteristics: Image or any other kind of sample which system gets in
acquisition step is mostly in raw form, it needs further processing for noise and un-useful
data removal to make it able for comparison process. In this step system process the initial
image by different algorithms and then store it for future use.

Storage: After processing next major step is to store the resultant sample for future
comparison and in storing system must be very careful that sample data will not be stored
with any additional information or with any other data which was not present in the initial
sample. Mostly systems do encryption before storing so data will be safe and secure.

Mostly all procedure is fully automated one from enrollment to comparisons. But still
some steps are necessary for maintaining the accuracy. Device for capturing sample for
enrollment should be the same for capturing sample comparisons. Secondly making
system more secure it should have some liveness tests or have an attendant who make sure
that user is someone human not a 3D model of a finger or any other body part or just an
image. Attendant can also help new users how to use the system because mostly new users
have some hesitation about using biometric devices.

Comparison: In this step system compares the user data with the already stored data.
It depends also which kind of technology are being used and what parameters are declared
for comparison. Sometime system compares user data with the already stored data in the
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storage and sometime system compares the data with the threshold point or range which
have been set for the system.

Decision: Final step of the system is decision it depends on comparison results and
procedure what have been declared for decision making. Mostly it is range of threshold
values if comparison results lie in that range system permits someone for authentication
otherwise he gets rejected.

3.2. Cryptography and Biometrics
Question is this: Is cryptography necessary for biometric systems?
Answer is: Yes it is.

Basically there are two kinds of systems:
• Automated identification systems are mostly used by authorities to find any
offender of a crime. These kind of systems are mostly more accurate and complex in
working. Also they need cryptography and other security measures for protection of
sensitive data.
• Access control systems are not so complicated in nature and mostly they do not
have any cryptography procedure.

Indeed biometric is not a secret or not anything which can be hidden or should be
hidden. Just it is necessary to be careful about storage of data that no one can get access to
system data or can do any changes according to his own will.

Liveness Problem: Liveness is the biggest challenge for all biometric technologies
available in the market. Difference is this some systems are easy to forge and some
systems are not so easy but still there is possibility in almost all systems. 3D artificial
fingers, faces and many more ways are possible. One easiest thing to cope with this
problem is to have an attendant for system.
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Authentication: As much user is important as much system is too for authentication.
System should be trustworthy. Some image capturing devices and some systems are like
that they can authenticate anyone and this is dangerous. So before installing any system it
is necessary to be very careful about selection.
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4. FINGERPRINT RECOGNITION
This chapter presents a brief detail about fingerprint recognition technique.

4.1. Fingerprint Details
Fingerprints have two very important features ridges and valleys. Ridges appear as
black or dark lines in the image while the areas between these lines are valleys. If finger
gets burn or skin gets any cut or injury when new skin recovers again pattern naturally
stays the same as before [70]. The details about ridges and valleys are called minutiae.
According to biometric ridges have two very important characteristics either ridges go to
an end which are called termination or they split into two branches and continue which are
called bifurcation. There are some other types of minutiae too which are actually
combination of these two minutiae but here in this thesis it is going to be work only on
these two characteristics [70]. Figure 4.26. illustrates basic types of minutiae in fingerprint
images.

Figure 4.26. Basic types of minutiae [70].

4.2. Fingerprint Recognition Techniques

4.2.1. Minutiae-Based
There are many methods for fingerprint recognition. One method is to extract minutiae
from pattern image and compare it to the previously stored data. Some systems store
minutiae data as the minutiae location in the X-Y coordinates with the orientation angle
and minutiae type. In this thesis same method is used. Even this method needs a lot of
processing on raw image to make it able to extract minutiae. The main advantage of this
method is it can even use not so high quality images as input and then process it and make
it able to extract better results [71].

4.2.2. Image-Based
It is another method for fingerprint recognition. The main advantage in this method is
it does not require a lot of processing on input image. Also this method gives better results
on low quality input images. The input image is divided into non-overlapping square
blocks of equal size and then calculates the wavelet features. The global feature vector is
formed for each sub-image block and then apply matching sequence with previously stored
image [72]. This is a very good option for small scale fingerprint recognition systems.

4.2.3. Ridge Feature-Based
This is best alternative method when it is too difficult to extract data from minutiae.
System adds additional information for better results like location of sweat pores along the
ridges. This additional information undoubtedly increases the accuracy and robustness of a
system [70].
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4.3. Fingerprint Recognition System
All the results depend on the minutiae detection and its accuracy. And for that it is
required to apply many pre-processing steps on the image for better results.

4.3.1. Image Pre-processing
In the minutiae extraction procedure there are many pre-processing steps like
binarization, removal of noise and thinning. In this thesis, SFINGE software is used for
input images. Figure 4.27. shows a fingerprint image which is tooken from SFINGE
database for pre-processing steps.
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Figure 4.27. Input image for pre-processing steps.

Binarization: Binarization is a process of converting a gray scale image into a pure
black and white image. In other words it can be said that it is a process of converting
different intensity values of an image to 0 and 1 range. This method will be applied on the
image which is token from SFINGE online database of fingerprint images. Figure 4.28. is
about the results of image binarization.
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Figure 4.28. Results of image binarization.

Thinning: Thinning is second major pre-processing step and its purpose is to reduce
the thickness of all ridge lines to the single pixel without disturbing the location and
orientation of minutiae from the original image.

a. Block Filtering: There are seven steps in block filtering method and it is mostly
commonly used method because it tries to keep the image in most original form. Table
4.1. outlines these steps with a brief description.
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Table 4.1. Steps in block filtering process [73].

Step 1: ridge width reduction-reduces width of thick ridges to enable more effective block
filtering.
Step 2: passage of block filter-right to left and left to right filtering attempts to preserve
outer boundaries of ridges.
Step 3: removal of isolated noise-removes unsegments produced by filtering.
Step 4: scan combination-images from right to left and left to right filtering are combined
into one image.
Step 5: elimation of one from two-by-two squares of black-further thins image following
scan combination.
Step 6: removal of unwanted spurs-removes short line segments protruding from ridges
after scan combination.
Step 7: removal of duplicate horizontal and duplicate vertical lines-removes these
imperfections produced when scans are combined.

b. Central Line: This method is used in the thesis for thinning procedure. The biggest
significant advantage of this method is it produces same thinned images as output
regardless of rotation. It deletes all the points which lie on the outer boundaries with the
width greater than 1 pixel. Figure 4.29. illustrates the results of central line thinning
process.
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Figure 4.29. Results of central line thinning process.

Final Noise Removal: The final step of pre-processing of the input image is noise
removal. Binarization and thinning processes produce some noise in the image as a byproduct which is very necessary to eliminate before the minutiae extraction phase. Figure
4.30. is about the impact of noise removal.
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Figure 4.30. Impact of noise removal.

4.3.2. Minutiae Extraction
In minutiae extraction procedure system tries to locate the terminations and
bifurcations in the thinned image.

Terminations

Thinned image is filtered first time only for locating the termination points. Figure
4.31. presents the resultant image with termination points inside the red colored circles.
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Figure 4.31. Termination points.

Bifurcations

Same as done for termination points once again has to filter the thinned image for
bifurcation points. Figure 4.32. shows the resultant image with bifurcation points inside the
green colored circles.
.
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Figure 4.32. Bifurcation points.
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Figure 4.33. shows the termination and bifurcation points combinely in the thinned
image.

Figure 4.33. Termination and bifurcation points.

As it can be seen in the Figure 4.34. that there are many minutiae points which are so
close to each other and appearing as overlapping. This condition affects the results.
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Figure 4.34. Minutiae overlapping.

It has to process the image in 3 steps to remove the overlapping minutiae.

Step 1: In first step process the image for removing the overlapping termination points
and those termination points which are very close to each other. Figure 4.35. shows the
resultant image after the first step of process.
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Figure 4.35. Resultant image after the first step.

Step 2: In second step it has to process the image for removing the overlapping
bifurcation points and those bifurcation points which are very close to each other same as
step 1. Figure 4.36. presents the resultant image after the second step.
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Figure 4.36. Resultant image after the second step.

Step 3: After removal of overlapping termination and bifurcation points still there are
some termination and bifurcation points near to each other or overlapping to each other
which need to be removed before going to start other process. Figure 4.37. shows the
resultant image after first and second steps and Figure 4.38. illustrates the final image after
third step.
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Figure 4.37. Resultant image after the first and second steps.
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Figure 4.38. Final image after third step.

After above three steps image is still not ready for final minutiae matching process.
First it has to select region of interest from the image. There is not any fixed rule for
selecting region of interest just it is needed to be careful about the parameters which are
consider for selection of region of interest for enrollment of user and will be the same at
the time of recognition.
Region of Interest: Now it has to select the region of interest from the image. Region of
interest is actually any part of image which is selected0 for ease to save time and efforts
rather than to process all image for results. Figure 4.39. shows the selected region of
interest from the image.
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Figure 4.39. Region of interest.

After selecting the region of interest now has to call the extracted minutiae in the
region of interest. Figure 4.40. shows the extracted minutiae in the region of interest and
Figure 4.41. is about the extracted minuate according to the first input image.
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Figure 4.40. Minutiae in the region of interest.
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Figure 4.41. Minutiae superimposed on original input image.

Now it has to calculate the termination angle and bifurcation angle also orientation.
Termination angle is the angle between the ridge and the horizontal line while the
bifurcation angle is the angle between the area and the horizontal line. Figure 4.42.
illustrates termination and bifurcation angles while Figure 4.43. gives details about rules
for calculating termination angles.
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Figure 4.42. Termination and bifurcation angles [73].
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Figure 4.43. Rules for calculating termination angles [73].
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Figure 4.44. presents termination points for calculating termination angles and the
orientation same as Figure 4.45. shows bifurcation points for bifurcation angles and
orientation.

Figure 4.44. Termination points for calculating termination angles.
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Figure 4.45. Termination and bifurcation points for their respective angles.

Minutiae data system stores in matrix form for matching process. Table 4.2. presents
a matrix of minutiae data. First column of the table is row index, second is column index,
third is minutiae angles while fourth is type of minutiae. 1 represents termination and 2
represents bifurcation.

Table 4.2. Matrix of minutiae data.

Row

Column

Angle

Minutiae Type

307

165

319.94

1
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254
310
258
212
135
305
232

159
184
224
80
81
109
129

132.08
330.80
311.43
69.46
212.98
219.69
78.90

1
1
1
2
2
2
2

4.3.3. Minutiae Matching

In matching process it is compared input set of data with the previously stored data.
Comparison starts with creating a matrix of the orientation angle Tk (1 ≤ k ≤ NT), and Im
(1 ≤ m ≤ NI). Input and template data are selected as reference points for each possible
combination. NT and NI are the total number of minutiae in the template and input set. k
and m are the difference between the orientation angles of Tk and Im while Tk and Im are
the extracted data. Process starts with selection of first minutiae point from template T1
and input I1. After processing it the system takes I2 as reference point till all combinations
of Tk and Im finishes.

A matching score is calculated using total number of minutiae matched in each case.
Equation 4.1. shows the formula for matching score.

matching score = matching minutiae

(4.1)

max(NT,NI)

NT and NI are the total number of minutiae in the template and input. The
denominator is always the maximum value among both. By this formula, the matching
score takes on a value between 0 and 1. 1 means the data matches perfectly and 0 shows
when there are no matching minutiae.
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4.3.4. Experimental Results
As it is written before all fingerprint images have token from SFINGE software
database which is available freely online.

Experiment 01

In first experiment right and left side thumb prints of a same person is used. It is
considered left side of the thumb as template while right side as input. Following data is
received after performing all steps which are mentioned above.

Total number of minutiae in template = 35
Total number of minutiae in input = 32
Total number of matched minutiae = 7

All necessary data for calculating the matching score are available. Now it have to put
all values in the formula.

matching score = matching minutiae
max(NT,NI)

matching score = 7/35

= 0.2

Note: It is always the maximum value between template and input minutiae for
denominator. In this experiment it is 35.
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Experiment 02

In second experiment both left side thumb prints of a same person is used. First image
of the thumb is considered as template while second as input. Following data is delivered
to the system after performing all steps which are mentioned above.

Total number of minutiae in template = 35
Total number of minutiae in input = 33
Total number of matched minutiae = 30

All necessary data for calculating the matching score have received now it have to put
in the formula.

matching score = matching minutiae
max(NT,NI)

matching score = 30/35

= 0.85

Note: It is always the maximum value between template and input minutiae for
denominator. In this experiment maximum value is 35.

Experiment 03

In third experiment both left side thumb prints of different persons are used. First
person thumb image as template while second person as input are considered. Following
data are the result after performing all steps.

Total number of minutiae in template = 35
Total number of minutiae in input = 34
Total number of matched minutiae = 11
53

After having all necessary data it is just have to put all values in the formula.

matching score = matching minutiae
max(NT,NI)

matching score = 11/35

= 0.31

Note: It is always the maximum value between template and input minutiae for
denominator. In this experiment maximum value is 35.

Results

These are the results of all three experiments.

Matching score of experiment 01 = 0.2 ( 20%)

Marching score of experiment 02 = 0.85 (85%)

Matching score of experiment 03 = 0.31 (31%)

According to US Judicial system [32] score 0.4 (40%) or more can be considered for
case processing.
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5. FINGER VEIN PATTERN RECOGNITION
Finger vein pattern recognition has become one of the main trends of biometrical
systems in recent years. Fingerprint and finger vein pattern can be represented with the
same feature as minutiae (termination and bifurcation points). The basic procedure is same
the as fingerprint to extract features in a gray image. The extracted features are filtered and
thinned as shown in Figure 5.46.

Figure 5.46. Finger vein pattern.

It is going to apply the same procedures for finger vein pattern too as it was applied
before for fingerprint images. Binarization, thinning and noise removal as pre-processing
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steps. After that minutiae extraction steps these are also same. Finger vein pattern have
arteries which will be considered as ridges and their end as terminations and their division
into branches as bifurcations. Only difference is that a finger vein pattern has less minutiae
points as compared to fingerprints as shown in Figure 5.47.

Figure 5.47. Finger vein minutiae.

As it can be seen in the Figure 5.48. that there are many minutiae points which are so
close to each other and appearing as overlapping. This condition affects the results.
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Figure 5.48. Overlapping minutiae.

5.1. Redundant Point Elimination
The accuracy of the system directly depends on the minutiae extraction. Redundant
feature elimination aims at enhance the reliability while minimize the computational
processing complexity. For each minutia of finger vein, neighborhood elimination removes
those points that lie within a certain radius r around it. For a given minutia (x, y), points
satisfy Sd as shown in Equation 5.2. will be eliminated.
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S d 

x xi 2   y yi 2

r

(5.2)

Where (xi,yi) is a minutia from a finger vein image. r is computed . After
neighborhood redundant point elimination the reduced finger vein minutiae point-sets are
obtained.

Minutiae data system stores in matrix form for matching process. Table 5.3. shows a
matrix of minutiae data. First column of the table is row index, second is column index,
third is minutiae angles while fourth is the type of minutiae. 1 represents termination and 2
represents bifurcation.

Table 5.3. Matrix of minutiae data.

Row
184
81
155
119
112
135
105
132

Column

Angle

301
253
307
224
180
254
238
239

276.54
319.08
156.67
213.23
89.78
245.41
266.15
179.82

Minutiae Type
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2

In matching process it is compared input set of data with the previously stored data
same as fingerprint. Comparison starts with creating a matrix of the orientation angle Tk (1
≤ k ≤ NT), and Im (1 ≤ m ≤ NI). Input and template data are selected as reference points
for each possible combination. NT and NI are the total number of minutiae in the template
and input set. k and m are the difference between the orientation angles of Tk and Im while
Tk and Im are the extracted data. Process starts with selection of first minutiae point from
template T1 and input I1. After processing it system takes I2 as reference point till all
combinations of Tk and Im finishes.
A matching score formula for finger vein is the same as it is used for fingerprint
matching.
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5.2. Experimental Results
There is no image database available for finger vein pattern as SFINGE was used
previously to develop fingerprints free of sensor noise. So this time images from internet
free available are used.

Experiment 01

In first experiment right and left hand side finger veins patterns of a same person is
used. Left side finger as template while right side as input are considered. Following data
is delivered to the system after performing all steps which are mentioned above.

Total number of minutiae in template = 15
Total number of minutiae in input = 17
Total number of matched minutiae = 5

All necessary data for calculating the matching score have received now it have to put
in the formula.

matching score = matching minutiae
max(NT,NI)

matching score = 5/17

= 0.29

Note: It is always the maximum value between template and input minutiae for
denominator. In this experiment maximum value is 17.
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Experiment 02

In second experiment both left side finger vein patterns of a same finger and same
person are used. First image as template while second as input are considered. Following
data are the result after performing all steps.

Total number of minutiae in template = 17
Total number of minutiae in input = 17
Total number of matched minutiae = 17

After having all necessary data it is just have to put all values in the formula.

matching score = matching minutiae
max(NT,NI)

matching score = 17/17

= 1.0

Note: It is always the maximum value between template and input minutiae for
denominator. In this experiment maximum value is 17.

Experiment 03

In third experiment both left side finger vein patterns of different persons are used.
First person image as template while second person as input are considered. Following data
is received after performing all steps which are mentioned above.

Total number of minutiae in template = 17
Total number of minutiae in input = 14
Total number of matched minutiae = 4
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All necessary data for calculating the matching score are available. Now it have to put
all values in the formula.

matching score = matching minutiae
max(NT,NI)

matching score = 4/17

= 0.23

Note: It is always the maximum value between template and input minutiae for
denominator. In this experiment it is 17.

Results

These are results of all three experiments.

Matching score of experiment 01 = 0.29 ( 29%)

Marching score of experiment 02 = 1.0 (100%)

Matching score of experiment 03 = 0.23 (23%)

There is not standard for finger vein pattern matching scores as it was 0.4 for
fingerprints for US Judicial system [32].
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6. MATCHING BASED ON THE FUSION
Matching is the process of comparing concatenated set of points from the query
samples with the reference template. Fusion of fingerprint and finger vein is at matching
score level. Fingerprint recognition is responsible for matching the input fingerprint against
the templates stored in the database to obtain scores for matching. Vein recognition is
responsible for the same. Score level fusion integrates matching scores which are from
fingerprint and finger vein recognition to new scores which make final decision as shown
in Equation 6.3.

Final matching score =
matching fingerprint minutiae + matching finger vein pattern minutiae
max(NT,NI)(fingerprint) + max(NT,NI)(finger vein pattern)
(6.3)

Matching Score
For calculating the final matching score, it is going to use values from experiment 02
of fingerprint and experiment 02 of finger vein pattern.

Note: All those matching scores whose values will be lesser than 0.4 will be rejected
before final matching procedure.

Fingerprints

Total number of fingerprint minutiae in template = 35
Total number of fingerprint minutiae in input = 33
Total number of matched fingerprint minutiae = 30

Finger vein patterns

Total number of finger vein pattern minutiae in template = 17
Total number of finger vein pattern minutiae in input = 17
Total number of matched finger vein pattern minutiae = 17

Final matching score =
30 + 17
35 + 17
= .90
90%
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The performance of any biometric system purely depends on the precision of extracted
minutiae. The multi-model biometric system which is proposed in this thesis is actually
combination of fingerprint and finger vein pattern recognition systems. Both individual
systems depend on quality of input images. At some extent it can be processed the image
to find better accuracy levels but still very poor quality images and especially high noise
ratio effects badly the results.
In this thesis the most important point is that the same processing steps are used for
both different kind of biometric traits in this way it can save processing capability secondly
system does not need a lot of storage for processing procedures. Proposed system
performed well during the experimental tests but still there are a lot of points which need
further improvements like in minutiae extraction phase termination and bifurcation points
were only under considerations. For achieving higher accuracy level it can also be
considered sweat pores which lie along the ridges and these pores orientation is also unique
from person to person. Secondly in pre-processing steps noise removal also need more
better performance because noise in input image can create false minutiae in the extraction
phase and these false minutiae directly effect on the matching scores. In the end of thesis it
is an answer of this question which comes in mind why it was selected fingerprint and
finger vein pattern fusion? There are many different biometric techniques available now
days some gives very accurate results like iris and retina scan techniques but their scanners
are not only very expensive also users feel hesitation to use it. In speaker recognition
systems they always need a very sound proof environment where no noise can get add in
user voice second emotional condition or any health issue can affect directly on user voice
quality. Hand geometry and signature dynamics results are often not so accurate and
cannot be trusted always. In alone fingerprint technique is not so secure any 3D model of a
finger can get access so its combination with finger vein pattern adds better security level
because for finger vein pattern finger must has blood in veins to produce image and any 3D
model cannot work. And other reason was this both fingerprints and finger vein patterns
have the same kind of features which let us use the same processing steps for both and save
processing and storage capacity of the system with time.
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